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A B S T R A C T

Existing works on interactive sonification of movements, i.e., the translation of human movement qualities from
the physical to the auditory domain, usually adopt a predetermined approach: the way in which movement
features modulate the characteristics of sound is fixed. In our work we want to go one step further and de-
monstrate that the user role can influence the tuning of the mapping between movement cues and sound
parameters. Here, we aim to verify if and how the mapping changes when the user is either the performer or the
observer of a series of body movements (tracing a square or an infinite shape with the hand in the air). We asked
participants to tune movement sonification while they were directly performing the sonified movement vs. while
watching another person performing the movement and listening to its sonification. Results show that the tuning
of the sonification chosen by participants is influenced by three variables: role of the user (performer vs ob-
server), movement quality (the amount of Smoothness and Directness in the movement), and physical para-
meters of the movements (velocity and acceleration). Performers focused more on the quality of their movement,
while observers focused more on the sonic rendering, making it more expressive and more connected to low-
level physical features.

1. Introduction

Movement sonification is the translation of human movement qua-
lities (e.g., amplitude, speed) from the physical to the auditory domain
(see Dubus and Bresin, 2013 for an overview). Such a translation can be
achieved, for example, through a direct mapping between movement
and audio features. An “optimal”mapping will effectively communicate
the same meaning across performers (i.e., humans performing dance
movements) and listeners (i.e., humans listening to the resulting
translation in the auditory domain). The goal of the present paper is to
provide insights in the design of effective movement-to-sound map-
pings. In particular, we hypothesize that the interactive sonification
mapping (Hunt and Hermann, 2011) designed by a person who is
performing the sonified movement will be different, in general, from
the one designed by a person who is just listening to the sonification. In
other words, we aim to answer to the following question: in interactive
sonification, will the mapping between movement and sound be dif-
ferent if it is designed by the person actually performing the sonified
movement vs. being designed by the person who is observing/listening
the same sonified movement?

We know from previous research on the analysis of gestures in

music performance that body and instrument constrains can influence
both expressive performances and musicians’ body movements
(Dahl et al., 2009), and that we can consider music performers as ex-
perts in translating gestures into sounds (Godøy et al., 2005). In a
previous work on the execution of legato piano performances, Repp
(1995, 1997) demonstrated that participants perform differently when
playing the piano themselves (performing condition) versus controlling
the note duration of the same pre-recorded note sequence (listening
condition). In both conditions, participants were asked to perform an
optimal minimal and maximal legato. In piano performance legato ar-
ticulation is commonly achieved by keeping the keys corresponding to
two consecutive legato notes pressed for a short time interval called
“Key-Overlap Time”(KOT). Repp found that performers used larger
KOTs than listeners, and that KOTs tend to be negative (corresponding
to the absence of physical overlapping of the piano keys) for minimal
optimal legato and for keys corresponding to low frequencies, since
their corresponding tones had a longer decay time perceptually corre-
sponding to an acoustic legato. A possible explanation is that when
controlling the pre-recorded sequence, participants cognitively focused
on the acoustic feedback only, while when performing the legato pia-
nists focused more on the physical action that produces both the
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mechanical overlap of piano keys and the acoustic overlap of their
corresponding sounds.

Other previous works on the expression and recognition of emotions
in both speech and music showed that the Brunswikian Lens Model
(Brunswick, 1956) has been “used in several fields to study how ob-
servers correctly and incorrectly use objective cues to perceive physical
or social reality” (Juslin and Timmers, 2010; Scherer, 1978). In parti-
cular, in music performance, performers and listeners can use cues from
the same set of acoustical, haptic, and visual cues in different ways
when communicating and decoding expression, respectively (Juslin and
Timmers, 2010). In a previous study, we found a small but significant
effect of movement-to-sound mapping on movement qualities (energy,
smoothness, directness), that changed depending on the sound model
(Frid et al., 2016).

In this paper we aim to test whether or not a sonification model is
tuned differently by participants driving the sonification with their own
movement, compared to participants who sonify the movement per-
formed by another person they are observing. In addition, we want to
investigate if the tuning of this sonification depends also on the quality
of the movements. In particular, we aim to confirm (or deny) the fol-
lowing research hypotheses:

H1 - Effect of condition on sound parameters: people tune sound
parameters of an interactive movement sonification model differ-
ently, in terms of the use of one or more parameters, when per-
forming a movement themselves vs. when they are observing an-
other person performing a movement. More in detail, we expect that
the observer will adjust the sound parameters for highlighting some
of the characteristics of the observed movements, while the sonifi-
cation made by the performer will be more homogeneous.
H2 - Effect of movement on sound parameters: The type of
movement (e.g., a smooth curved trajectory vs. a jerky straight one)
influences the way people tune sound parameters. In particular, we
expect smooth movements to be sonified with more dull and low
frequent sounds, while jerky trajectories will be portrayed with
sounds characterized by higher frequencies and louder sound level.

In other words, we hypothesize that, like in Repp’s studies (Repp,
1995; 1997), participants will focus more on physical actions when
performing the movement themselves, compared to when they only
observe the performed movements.

2. Experiment

2.1. Experimental design

The experimental setting used in our study is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Participants were randomly assigned to two groups: the Performance
Group (PG) and Observation Group (OG). Each group was assigned to
one of two adjoining rooms, separated by a one-way mirror, as illu-
strated in Fig. 1. Participants in the OG group were assigned to the
Observation Room (OR) and could observe participants in the PG
group, who were assigned to the Performance Room (PR). PG partici-
pants in the PR room could not observe OG participants in the OR room.
Both rooms had an identical setup consisting of a computer with
headphones and a multi-touch tablet with sliders.

2.1.1. Performance room
PG participants performed their task in the PR room. The room was

equipped with a motion capture system, and participants were fitted
with a set of motion capture markers that they were holding with their
dominant hand (see Fig. 2).

The equipment used in this room consisted of:

- 1 computer displaying instructions and showing the two different
hand movements to be performed by participants in the PR room.

The two movements represented the shapes of a square and an in-
finity symbol, respectively1).

- 1 server computer for running the motion capture software system
(Arena software2), logging the motion capture data, and streaming
movement low-level features to the client computers in the PR and
OR in real-time.

- 1 client computer running software for real-time sound synthesis
(implemented with SuperCollider3), connected via USB to a tablet
running a four-slider interface (implemented with TouchOSC4) used
for manipulating the sound synthesis and logging the slider data
incoming from the tablet. The client software also controlled the
GUI on the tablets (e.g., activating specific sliders), provided func-
tions for proceeding to the next stage of the experiment (this was
manually controlled by the experiment supervisor, see Section 2.3),
and implemented the routine for pacing the experiment (e.g., of
trials), as controlled by the experimenter.

- 1 pair of Beyer Dynamic DT770 Pro headphones, worn by PG par-
ticipants.

- 1 video camera that was used for recording each PG participant.

2.1.2. Observation room
The room was equipped with a one-way mirror that enabled OG

participants to observe the movements performed by PG participants in
the PR room. The equipment used in this room was:

- 1 computer displaying the same instructions as in the PR room.
- 1 computer with identical client setup as the computer in the PR
room.

- 1 pair of identical headphones as in the PR room.
- 1 video camera that was used for recording each OG participant.

2.2. Participants

A total of 25 people took part in the experiment (14F, 11M;
Mean = 22.88 years, SD = 2.89). Participants were students of the
Degree Programme in Media Technology at KTH Royal Institute of
Technology. The experiment was performed during three days. The
experiment lasted 25 min, on average.

2.3. Procedure

The 25 participants were divided into two groups: 14 PG partici-
pants (7F, 7M), and 11 OG participants (7F, 4M), for a total of 11 pairs,
and 3 single participants in the PR (2M, 1F). For each observer/per-
former pair of participants, the entrance to the respective room took
place at separate times.

Each PG participant, whose arm movements had to be sonified, was
holding a wand with her/his dominant hand. The wand comprised a
handle similar to that of a screw driver and included reflective markers
on its top (see Fig. 2). We chose not to have markers placed directly on
the hand of participants in order to force them to produce very similar
movements between each participant and consequently to have a re-
duced number of degrees of freedom in the movements. The markers
were tracked in 3D space with an OptiTrack motion capture system by
Natural Point.5 Three low-level movement features were computed in
realtime: (1) velocity of the user’s hand, obtained by differentiating
positional data; (2) acceleration, obtained by differentiating velocity;
(3) jerk, obtained by differentiating acceleration. Low-level movement
features were used in the sonification process presented in next

1 The video can be found here: https://kth.box.com/v/DANCE2018
2 https://optitrack.com/support/software/arena.html
3 https://supercollider.github.io
4 https://hexler.net/software/touchosc
5 http://optitrack.com/products/flex-3
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sections.
Both PG and OG participants were presented with a set of four di-

gital sliders on a multi-touch tablet computer (an Apple iPAD running
TouchOSC), where each slider represented a weighting parameter for
mapping a low-level movement feature to an audio feature, as pre-
sented in Table 1 (according to mappings reported in Dubus and
Bresin (2013)) and implemented as explained in Section 2.4 (see Fig. 3

for a screenshot of the interface). For each participant, the starting
position of each slider was automatically set to the middle of the scale,
which corresponds to a 0 weight, i.e., no mapping. If a slider was set to
its top position, i.e., its weight was set to 1, a full positive mapping
would be used, that is, a high value in the movement’s low-level feature
will create a high value in the audio feature, according to the most
commonly used polarizations used in previous studies (as reported in
Dubus and Bresin (2013)). If the slider was set to its bottom position,
the weight was set to −1, meaning that a full negative mapping would
be used, i.e., the opposite of the most common polarizations. Between
these endpoints, a fractional value representing a weight between −1
and 1 was associated with the position of the slider.

Participants received instructions by email one week prior to par-
ticipating in the experiment, so that they could familiarize with the
experiment procedure (full texts of the instructions are available in the
annexes).

PG participants were instructed to perform the same sequence of
movements as in a video presented on a monitor in front of them by
moving approximately at the same speed as the person in the video.
While doing their movements they had to adjust the slider(s) on a iPad
so that the sound was affected by their movement in a way that they felt
to be appropriate. They stopped when they were satisfied with the
obtained sounds.

OG participants were instructed to observe through one-way mirror
the movements performed by the PG participant in the other room.
They were asked to adjust the slider(s) on an iPad until they felt that the
sound affected by the movements of the PG participant was appro-
priate.

On the day of the experiment participants were asked to read the
instructions again and fill out a consent form. Participants could ask
questions to the instructors, if they had any. Once both participants
were ready, the order of the sliders was randomly assigned to a
synthesis parameter and the experiment started. It was organized ac-
cording to the following six stages:

Fig. 1. A schematization of the experimental setting.
Participants (performer and observer) are standing in
two rooms separated by a one way mirror, so that the
performer can be seen by the observer, while the op-
posite is not possible. A server computer receives the
performer’s motion capture data (i.e., the dominant
hand position in space) and computes movement fea-
tures, such as speed and acceleration, which are
streamed to two client computers located in the two
rooms. Both the performer and the observer can move
four sliders displayed on a tablet. The sliders drive the
movement sonification generated by the two client
computers in each room.

Fig. 2. The wand held by each PG participant with her/his dominant hand. The
wand consisted of a handle similar to that of a screw driver, provided with
reflective markers on its top.

Table 1
The four movement features associated with the corresponding manipulated audio features and related mappings (as described in Dubus and Bresin, 2013).

Movement feature Audio feature Mapping type

Velocity of the user’s dominant hand Pitch Low/high velocity to low/high pitch
Velocity of the user’s dominant hand Timbre and spectral slope Low/high velocity to dark/bright timbre
Acceleration of the user’s dominant hand Periodicity of the sound Low/high acceleration to periodic/aperiodic sound
Acceleration of the user’s dominant hand Amplitude Low/high acceleration to low/high amplitude
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• Stages 1–4: Participants in both PG and OG groups controlled one
slider at a time (Slider 1 during stage 1, Slider 2 during stage 2, and
so on). At the beginning of each stage, all sliders were reset to the
middle position. When both participants indicated that they were
satisfied with the result, the experiment continued to the next phase
(this was iterated for all four sliders).
If participant in the PR room was satisfied with the sound before the
participant in the OR room, the PR participant had to continue
moving until OR participant was done.

• Stage 5: Both participants could modify all sliders at the same time.
As for stages 1–4, they indicated when they were satisfied with the
result.

• Stage 6: PR participant only was asked to repeat the movements
until the instructor asked her/him to stop (approximately three
iterations of the movement sequences). This was done to record
audio of each participant’s final sounds.

At the end of the experiment, both PG and OG participants exited
the experiment rooms and were asked to fill out an online questionnaire
about their participation.

The questionnaire was realized with the Survey Gizmo platform6.
For the complete list of questions asked to participants please see the
attached Annex Questionnaire.

2.4. Mapping movement to sound features

Participants in both groups could interactively tune the sonification
of the movements produced by PG participants in the PR room by
moving the sliders on the tablet.

The code used for generating the sounds for both PG add OG par-
ticipants was written in SuperCollider.7

In the following sections we present the mapping between low-level
movement features and sound features associated with each of the four
sliders. The value of each slider was normalized between −1 and 1,

where 0 corresponded to neutral behavior of the sound models.

2.4.1. Slider 1 - s1
Slider s1 mapped the velocity of movements to the fundamental

frequency (F0) used in the sound models, according to the following
rule:

- if the velocity of movement is equal to 0, then =F Hz0 600 ;
- if the velocity of movement is greater than 0, then F0 is in the range
[20, 20000]Hz depending on the value of the slider.

The Super Collider code that mapped the value of s1 to F0 was:

f0 = (600 + (s1 * velocity * 600)).clip(20, 20000)

2.4.2. Slider 2 - s2
Slider s2 mapped the velocity of movement to the timbre used in the

sound model, according to the following definition (written in Super
Collider):

timbre = (0.5 + (s2 * 0.5 * velocity)) * 2.0

The resulting waveform used for the sound synthesis will be one of
the following:

- sinusoid, if =timbre 0;
- triangle, if =timbre 1;
- sawtooth, if =timbre 2;

according to the following Super Collider code considering s2 value,
and selecting the sound model sig:

sig = SelectX.ar(timbre, [SinOsc.ar(f0), LPF.ar
(LFTri.ar(f0), 11250), Saw.ar(f0)])

For values of timbre between 0 and 1, the resulting waveform will
be a sinusoid cross-faded to a triangle waveform, and for values be-
tween 1 and 2, the waveform will be a triangle cross-faded to a

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the slider interface that was running on the tablet computers. The interface was the same for both PG and OG participants. The user interface
was designed using black and grey not to distract participants with colours.

6 https://www.surveygizmo.com
7 The code is available here https://kth.box.com/v/DANCE2018
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sawtooth.

2.4.3. Slider 3 - s3
The value of slider s3 mapped the acceleration of movements to the

variations of the fundamental frequency (F0) determined by the posi-
tion of s1. Low values of acceleration corresponded to small variations
of F0, while high values of acceleration corresponded to large variations
of F0. Frequency variations were produced by adding random values to
F0 depending on the acceleration, as defined by the following Super
Collider code:

f0 = f0 + LPF.ar(LFDNoise3.ar(f0, f0 * s3 * accelera-
tion), (f0 * 8).clip(800, 16000))

2.4.4. Slider 4 - s4
The value of slider s4 mapped the acceleration of movements to the

variations of the sound level of the waveform determined by the posi-
tion of s2. The resulting sound level is updated depending on the value
of s4 and of the acceleration, according to the following Super Collider
code:

sig = (sig * (1 -s4)) + (sig * s4 * acceleration * 4)

As a result, when s4 is left in its default position ( =s4 0), the sound
level of the waveform is unvaried, while values greater than or less then
0 correspond to higher or lower sound level when acceleration is re-
spectively larger or smaller.

All motion capture recordings and movements of the sliders for all
participants were logged and saved for further analysis.

3. Analysis and results

Due to technical reasons, the data of 5 participants had to be dis-
regarded. As a consequence, the total number of participants used in the
analysis presented in the following sections was 20 (9F, 11M;
Mean = 23 years, SD = 3.15), corresponding to 11 PG (4F, 7M) versus
9 OG participants (5F, 4M).

3.1. Movement features

In order to validate the movements performed by participants and
also to investigate whether or not there was a correlation between
movement characteristics and the sonification mappings that were set
up by participants, we extracted 2 movement features on PG partici-
pants’ dominant hand trajectory: the Smoothness Index (SI) and the
Directness Index (DI). These features belong to layers 2 (SI) and 3 (DI) of
the movement analysis framework described in Camurri et al. (2016).
The framework consists of four layers, ranging from physical low-level
signals (layer 1), to body joint movement (layer 2), to gesture (layer 3)
and high-level qualities (layer 4). A detailed description of the frame-
work is out of the scope of this paper. The two movement features have
been chosen since they are related to the movement (SI) and gesture
shape (DI) (Camurri et al., 2016). This is in line with the instructions
provided to participants, as they were asked to focus on the shape and

pace of two sample trajectories that were shown to them in a video
before starting the experiment (see Section 2.3).

SI indicates how much a body joint (e.g., the user’s dominant hand)
is moving according to the specific laws of bio-mechanics defining
smoothness, see Mazzarino and Mancini (2009), Hogan and
Sternad (2007). SI has been described in the experiment in
Frid et al. (2016), showing that it can be successfully exploited to sonify
the trajectories of a group of children moving in a space monitored by a
motion capture system. DI describes the shape of the trajectory of a
body joint in reaching a target position in terms of directness vs. flex-
ibility (Volpe and Camurri, 2011). Together with other movement mid-
level features, it has been exploited in Ghisio et al. (2015) to create
serious games using interactive sonification of movement in the re-
habilitation of children with motor and cognitive impairment.

3.2. Movement features extraction

Movement features have been extracted on the movements per-
formed by PG participants during stage 5 of the experiment, in which
they performed the two sample movements (i.e., the infinite and the
square) and adjusted all the four mapping sliders to the position re-
sulting in the desired final sonic feedback. For each one of 11 PG par-
ticipants, we manually segmented infinite and square movements. A
segment corresponded to a sequence of consecutive movements of the
same type (infinite or square), labeled by its type. Then, we auto-
matically extracted SI and DI on the resulting 144 infinite and 113
square segments.

We computed the mean, median, standard deviation, variance and
confidence intervals of SI and DI on all the segments. Table 2 reports
these values for infinite and square segments separately. Then, we
performed a paired two-tailed t test by comparing the values of SI and
DI in square and infinite movements. The test showed significant dif-
ferences ( <p 0.001) between square and infinite movements, in terms
of both SI and DI. As reported in Table 2, SI is higher in infinite
movements, while DI is higher in square movements. This is true across
all participants (see also Figs. 4, 5 and 6), with a confidence level of
95% and a low standard deviation.

Fig. 7 illustrates two examples of infinite (above) and square
(below) segments, belonging to PG participants 3 and 8. The trajec-
tories in the figure visually demonstrate the consistence between con-
secutive movements performed by participants.

Sound examples relative to the movements plotted in Figure 7 for
both PG add OG participants can be found at the following link: https://
kth.box.com/v/DANCE2018.

Table 2
Statistics (mean, median, standard deviation, 95% confidence lower and upper
bound) of the two movement features Smoothness Index (SI) and Directness
Index (DI) computed on the infinite and square movements separately (all PG
participants).

μ x̃ σ2 lower upper

SI-square 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.08
DI-square 0.63 0.65 0.03 0.49 0.61
SI-infinite 0.29 0.18 0.09 0.13 0.31
DI-infinite 0.36 0.34 0.04 0.29 0.43

Fig. 4. Mean Smoothness Index (SI) computed per participant performing ei-
ther the infinite or the square movement.
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3.3. Manipulation of sound model control parameters

The values assigned to each of the four sliders for the two groups of
participants were analyzed to verify if participants made different
choices in their sound settings (hypothesis H1), and if the sounds set-
tings were correlated with specific mid-level movement features (hy-
pothesis H2).

Each slider indirectly represented the question “How much (if any)
influence do you think movement feature x should have on audio fea-
ture y?” which can provide an answer to hypothesis H1. The audio
features are archetypal high-level characteristics that could be applied
to a large number of sound models, making the results generalizable.

In Fig. 8 the medians, 25 and 75 percentiles for each slider are
presented for the two groups, PG and OG respectively.

In order to verify the existence of different strategies for the control
of sonification by the two groups of participants, we ran Pearson cor-
relation tests between the final values of the sliders and the mean and
median of the motion quality parameters for each group.

Performer Group (PG): Participants who made the sonification of own
movements

C1 Values of slider s1 showed a significant negative correlation with
the mean of SI of the infinite movement ( = −r (11) .625, 95% CI,

<p 0.05).
C2 Slider s1 showed a significant negative correlation with the variance

of DI of the square movement ( = −r (11) .603, 95% CI, <p 0.05).
C3 Slider s2 showed a significant positive correlation with slider s3

( =r (11) 0.616, 95% CI, <p 0.05).
C4 Slider s4 showed a significant positive correlation with the variance

of SI of the infinite movement ( =r (11) 0.629, 95% CI, <p 0.05).

Observer Group (OG): Participants who made the sonification observing
the movement made by another participant

C5 Slider s1 showed a significant negative correlation with slider s4
( = −r (9) 0.723, 95% CI, <p 0.05).

C6 Slider s1 showed a significant negative correlation with the mean
velocity of the square movement ( = −r (9) 0.678, 95% CI, <p 0.05).

C7 Slider s4 showed a significant positive correlation with the standard
deviation of DI of the square movement ( =r (9) 0.678, 95% CI,

<p 0.05).

3.4. Characterization of participants’ behaviour

We wanted to verify the possible existence of clusters of participants
with similar behaviour within the PG and OG groups. We did this by
performing a two-step cluster analysis with participant groups (PG and
OG) as categorical variable and the values of the four sliders as con-
tinuous variables. Two clusters characterize PG participants and are
described mainly by values of sliders s3 and s2 (the two predictors with
highest importance, 1.0 and 0.84 respectively). The first cluster is
formed by eight participants and the other one by three. Three clusters
of the same size (3 participants each) characterize OG participants, and
are explained mainly by the values of sliders s1 and s3 (the two pre-
dictors with highest importance, 1.0 and 0.78 respectively). Results are
shown in Fig. 9.

The results seem to suggest that both PG and OG participants can be
grouped in two and three groups respectively. We are aware that the
sample size is not large enough for generalizing the results of the cluster
analysis, nevertheless the clusters that emerge show that the majority of
PG participants had the same strategy when sonifying own gestures,
while OG participants adopted three distinct tactics.

3.5. Strategy used by participants for solving the experimental task

In this section we summarize the main results from the online
survey answered by both PG and OG participants after completing the
experiment. The survey contained nine questions, but the most relevant
for the current study was the one in which we asked participants to
describe the strategy they had followed for solving the assigned task of
fitting a sound to performed or observed movements.

Among PG participants, several participants (8 out of 14) ex-
plained their strategy by using terms related to their own body move-
ments and how they were connected to sound. They focused more on
the settings of the sliders and how these affected the sound resulting
from their own movements. See Table 3 for a list of comments by eight
PG participants.

Among OG participants, six out of eleven participants explained
their strategy by using terms related to the movements made by the PG
participants and how they were connected to sound. Five participants
used terms related to emotions (e.g. feeling, pleasing, irritating). See
Table 4 for a list of comments by eight OG participants.

4. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results presented in the previous
section. We first map the results to the two initial hypotheses and then

Fig. 5. Mean Directness Index (DI) computed per participant performing either
the infinite or the square movement.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
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Fig. 6. Mean Smoothness Index (SI) and Directness Index (DI) computed on
participants performing either the infinite (circle) or the square (diamond)
movement. The graph clearly shows that we can identify two movement clus-
ters in terms of SI and DI mean values.
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we draw a more general interpretation of the results. In order to fa-
cilitate the reading of the discussion we have numbered the significant
correlations presented in Section 3.3 from C1 to C7.

Hypothesis H1 - Effect of condition on sound parameters. From the
results presented above it appears that there was an effect of con-
dition on the manipulation of sound parameters by participants. It is
reasonable to assume, by looking at Tables 3 and 4, that when so-
nifying hand movements, participants performing a gesture paid
more attention to the information provided by own movements than
participants observing the movements. Contrary to PG participants,
OG participants made use of emotional terms for explaining their

sonification strategy. This also seems to be confirmed by the cluster
analysis presented in Fig. 9, in which PG participants seem to follow
two very similar strategies, while OG participants adopted three
different sonification strategies.
The analysis of the slider values presented in Section 3.3 also con-
firms that PG and OG participants used different strategies when
adjusting the four sliders for generating the desired sonification.
More in detail, PG participants focused more on sonifying the
quality of their movements (smoothness and directness, see C1, C2
and C4), while OG participants focused more on low-level physical
features of the movements, such as velocity and acceleration (see C5
and C6).

Fig. 7. PG participants 3 (above) and 8 (below), who took part in the experiment during the first day, performing the infinite and square movement. The two plots
show the segments we provided as input to the movement feature extraction algorithms. Each segment has a different color.
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Hypothesis H2 - Effect of movement on sound parameters. The analysis
of the slider values presented in Section 3.3 shows differences be-
tween the two groups of participants. PG participants focused more
on associating sound parameters (such as the sound level controlled
by s4) to qualities of their own movement (i.e., variation of
smoothness and directness). From the experiment, it emerges a
tendency of PG participants towards a preference for sonifying the
smoothness of own movements by using low frequency sounds, i.e.,
high values of smoothness were mapped to lower frequencies, below
600 Hz, and vice-versa (see C1). PG participants associated higher
acceleration of movements to larger variations of sound level, which
in turn were significantly correlated with larger variations of SI of
the infinite movement (see C3). So, the faster the acceleration of the
infinite movements, the louder their sonification. This is in line with
principles of ecological perception and cross-modal correspondences
(Spence, 2011).
OG participants associated higher acceleration of movements to
larger variations of sound level, which in turn were significantly
positively correlated with variations of standard deviation of the
directness of the square movement (see C7). However, the most
interesting difference between OG and PG participants’ use of the
sound parameters was that OG participants associated higher F0
with slower velocity and softer sound level (see C5 and C6), in
contrast with the principles of ecological perception and cross-
modal correspondences (Spence, 2011). This could be explained as a
strategy by OG participants for emphasizing slower movements
characterized by lower frequent sounds (low F0) with higher sound
level in order to make them more perceivable (see C5 and C6).

These results confirm that our initial Hypotheses 1 was met and that

Hypothesis 2 was met by PG participants but not by OG participants.
The latter used sonification strategies that are in conflict with principles
of cross-modal correspondences and ecological perception, as docu-
mented in scientific literature (Dubus and Bresin, 2013; Spence, 2011).

Results also show a strong similarity with the findings reported in
the work by Repp (1995, 1997) on the control of legato notes in piano
performance. PG participants, like the pianists playing legato notes on a
grand piano, focused more on the quality of their movement (smooth-
ness and directness for PG participants, and optimal legato technique
for pianists), while OG participants, like the pianists remotely control-
ling legato notes, focused more on the sonic rendering (making it more
expressive and optimal for their ears and more connected to low-level

Fig. 8. Medians, 25 and 75 percentiles, and 95% confidence interval for each slider for PG participants (left panel) and OG participants (right panel).

Fig. 9. Clusters of participants of the PG group (left panel) and the OG group (right panel) organized according to the values of two sliders.

Table 3
Strategy used by eight PG participants for solving the experimental task.

Strategy

I used big moves to find out what the sliders did then I did more exact changes to get the
sound I wanted.

I tried to find the position of the slider that I thought were the most fitting for both
movements.

I compared my movements with the sound and tried to find the levels that was most likely
my movements.

I tried to be consistent in my movements. I first increased the values of the sliders, where-
after I reduced the values, and then I allowed myself to try the places I liked. I tried to
first do one slider at a time in the last step.

Trying to find the right volume and create a sound that reacted to my motions.
I tried to make the sound sounds harmonic, pacing my motion, and not too sharp to,

somehow, explain how I was moving.
I tried to make the sound sync with my movements without delays.
I tried to see patterns with moving the sliders and then moving the stick, that was kind of

difficult, but that was my strategy at least.
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physical features, such as velocity, acceleration, or acoustic overlap as
in the case of the Repp study).

It should be also noted that participants in the two groups made
different choices, in average. In particular, sliders s2 and s3 were po-
sitioned in opposite locations of the scale (see Fig. 8). This confirms
different strategies between the two groups; PG participants preferred a
smoother timbre, characterized by a more stable fundamental fre-
quency, compared to the OG participants. Indeed, a different use of the
parameters associated with the sliders is confirmed by the different
significant correlations between slider values and motion quality
parameters as reported in the previous section (C1 to C7).

In summary, PG participants payed more attention to the smooth-
ness and directness of their own movements when sonifying them,
while OG participants focused more on velocity and acceleration of the
movements they were watching. Also, the majority of PG participants
used similar sonification strategies for their own gestures, while OG
participants adopted three distinct tactics, as emerged from the cluster
analysis on the use of the sliders.

The number of participants in our experiment is not large enough
for the generalization of results. Nevertheless, the outcomes of our
study suggest that designers of sonification of body movements should
consider to use different strategies when sonifying observed vs. per-
formed movements, in order to better support users’ role.

5. Conclusions

Movement sonification consists in the translation of the physical
properties of human movement (e.g., position, speed, acceleration of
limbs) into audio parameters (e.g., volume, timbre, etc.). In the work
presented in this paper, we investigated whether or not such a trans-
lation depends on the role of the individuals involved in the commu-
nication: they can be performers/listeners or observers/listeners. To do
that, we asked two groups of people (performers vs. observers) to de-
sign a movement sonification of two types of movements: smooth (the
infinite shape) vs. jerky (the square shape).

Results provide some preliminary support for our hypotheses: de-
pending on their role, performers and observers will choose different
sonification strategies. This is in line with previous findings described in
Repp (1995, 1997), Frid et al. (2016). Also, the type of movement
performed by the users (smooth/infinite vs. jerky/square) has an in-
fluence on the design of sonification depending on who was in control
of the sonification.

A possible explanation of these results is that the sonification of own
movements can be considered functional for supporting the movement
itself, while the sonification of another person’s movements focuses
mainly on the communication of certain movement qualities.

In conclusion, results from our experiment show that two usually
overlooked variables, that is, the role and context of users and the type
of movements they perform, should be carefully addressed in the
movement sonification design process. In this direction, further in-
vestigation with a larger number of participants could be carried out to

verify these preliminary results and test them also in other contexts and
with different sound models. Interesting scenarios could include, for
example, the sonification of movements in sport and rehabilitation, or
AR and VR applications, in which the representation of own body could
be either embodied or disembodied.
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Table 4
Strategy used by eight OG participants for solving the experimental task. The emotion column indicates strategies which involve emotional terms, while the motion
column refers to strategies in which motion terms have been used by participants.

Strategy Emotion Motion

Based my answers on feeling. x
I just tested and went for whatever felt somewhat OK. x
I wanted to hear a difference when the rod was moved in the patterns, but also so it sounded as pleasing as possible. x x
I enjoyed hearing how she moved but I didn’t like the sound so much. Nr 4 was the most irritating sound and nr 3 was the best way to hear her movements but still not a

nice sound. I tried to find a balance where I got the “information” I wanted but not get it too uncomfortable for my ears.
x x

Tried to adjust the sound so that the movement was palpable in the sound. x x
I listened for what setting made the most noise changes during movement in the first part. In the second part it was a bit easier to set the sliders in a way that seemed to fit

with the actual movement.
x

I tried to find the timing of the movement and when the sensor stopped and turned direction, I looked for an clear pitch that differentiated from the constant noise. x
I tried different settings until the sound was affected by the motion of the other person, in some way. x
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